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Definition of Project Scope           
Urban Land Interests acquired the building that is the former home of Isthmus Publishing in order to 
transform the space for a bar / restaurant user with the goal of revitalizing the property and bringing 
more life and activity to King Street. Joshua Berkson and Patrick Sweeney, owners of “the Merchant”, 
entered into a lease with ULI to create a unique pizzeria restaurant and craft beer bar inspired by 
Madison’s farmer’s market and Wisconsin tavern culture, which they are calling: Lucille. Josh and Patrick 
have signed a 15 year lease for the space and will be the sole occupant of the approximately 7,522 
square foot building. 
 
In order to repurpose the building for a restaurant / bar user the inside of the building will undergo a full 
renovation, bringing it up to applicable codes as part of the change in use. To create a more attractive 
and architecturally significant building, ULI has agreed to extensively renovate the exterior of the 
building, including: 

- Creating a new, more inviting corner entrance by removing the existing metal canopy and 
glass prism and replacing it with a large window on the second floor and two prominent 
doors to serve as the building’s main entrance. 

- Removing all of the deteriorating brick around the corner entrance in order to regain the 
presence of two windows on either side of the corner that were present in the original 
historic structure, and recladding the entire area with new brick.  

- Replacing all of the current windows along the King and Pinckney Street facades with a new 
storefront system with highly efficient, clear glass to provide more life and energy to the 
building.  

- Substantial tuck-pointing and brick repair work to eliminate all of the deteriorating areas 
currently visible on the building.  

- New paint on the entire façade will help give the building more life and presence.  
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